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Release Notes for Patch Release#3285

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange Guard 2.2.1-rev10
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This section provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequently toshipping Patch Release #3236.
45089 Edit as new from encrypted mail not workingThe action link had been renamed and Guard was no longer disabling the Edit as new text. Nowproperly hidden until we have text integration.
45164 OX Guard not possible to save encrypted vCard in address bookFixed the Guard link to do the VCard import.Note: There is still an error in the backend that reports a warning about email ”Work” type notbeing supported, but the import works successfully.
45451 Welcome Email: temporary key on the wrong placeThe temporary password for a guest account in the e-mail template was displayed on the wrongplace.Adjusted the template to solve this issue.
45452 Dots at the end of a sentence are missing at various positions inside of Guard di-alogues / tourThe missing dots were added for german, other languages will be fixed later.
45474 ”Send Secure” Translation Missing in SpanishSpanish translation were added to solve this issue, now ”Enviar de forma segura” is displayed.

3 Tests
The Open-Xchange QA team has successfully verified all bug fixes that could be reproduced withina lab environment.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

4 Fixed Bugs
45089, 45164, 45451, 45452, 45474,
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